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SOME METHODS OF TEACHING TAXONOMY 
H. E. JAQUES 
When viewed from the aspect of its relationship to other biologi-
cal fields of either a pure or applied science nature or when taken 
only as associated with an avocational program, an understanding 
of the problems of classification of plants and animals is highly 
essential. Specialists in other fields of biology need not be expert 
taxonomists but the ability to readily handle some simple classi-
fication problems is very desirable and may spare one some awk-
ward embarrassments. Collecting and classifying some group of 
nature's highly interesting creations appeals so strongly to many 
that some instruction in handling classification keys may well be 
included in courses of training for leisure time activites. 
The making of a simple key is a good means of teaching an 
appreciation and use of these classification aids. What then shall 
we use? Some group of objects near at hand; something with which 
the students are familiar and objects in which they are interested, 
make a good approach. Books, bottles, hats, and pencils, offer good 
possibilities. To illustrate, let us take a collection of a dozen mixed 
bottles. How may they be divided into two groups? Round and 
not round; colored and transparent bottles; large bottles and small 
bottles; bottles with glass stoppers; bottles without glass stoppers ; 
many groupings will be suggested. This offers opportunity to dis-
cuss good key characters as compared with poor ones, and to open 
the subjects of natural and artificial keys, dichotomous keys, me-
chanical arrangement of key statements, etc. 
Supposing it is decided to start with shape, the first key state-
ments will read -
la 1 Round bottles ....................... .2 
1 b Bottles not round ................... . 
One of the two statements will refer to the next couplet of state-
ments in the. key. We could give immediate consideration to either 
but will in this case select the "Round bottles" and having set all 
these out by themselves consider statements that will divide these 
round bottles into two groups. Colored and transparent, with labels 
1 It will be noted that these letter "names" of bottles are chosen arbitrarily without 
any definite plan or order. 
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and without, etc., are possibilities. Our next statements then may 
read 
2a Colored bottles-------··--···-·-·--·--·3 
2b Transpareat bottles ........ -----···-· 
It will be noted that again one statement refers to the next couplet 
while the other statement as yet carries no further reference. 
Let us suppose that but three bottles are colored, a green glass 
bottle with glass stopper, a blue glass bottle with cork stopper and 
a brown earthenware bottle with cork stopper. 
For 3a we may then use "Bottles blue"; "bottles brown"; "bot-
tles green"; "bottles with glass stoppers" ; "bottles of earthen-
ware" ; etc. Supposing the statement is made to read, 
3a Bottles green--···-····-··-····-··-··-··-C 
the statement will be followed by the name which we assign to the 
bottle "C" since we have but one kind of green bottles under con-
sideration. It will be followed by the line 
3b Bottles other than green ...... --4 
Then may follow 
4a Bottles of glass---·--··--··-·--··--"B" 
4b Earthenware bottles .......... "D" 
Now having provided in the key for all of our colored bottles 
we go back to our last unfinished statement which is "2b Trans-
parent bottles" and make it refer to 5. Then our next binomial 
statements may read 
Sa Bottles taller than wide ........ 6 
Sb Bottles wider than high ....... . 
Without stretching this into tedious length it is doubtless now 
apparent that presently each "kind" of bottle will be provided for 
in the key and given a letter name. These letters thus assigned may 
be marked on the bottom of the bottle. A test of the value of the 
key as well as a means of offering some training in the use of keys 
will be to let another group of students discover the names of the 
bottles by use of the key without referring to the. name on the 
bottom until the students decision is announced. Simple illustra-
tions used in connection with the key statements to make their 
meaning more apparent greatly enhance the usefulness of a 
key. This plan could be employed with the bottle key to show the 
students its possibilities. 
It then becomes apparent that to successfully handle any key 
requires only a familiarity with the characters involved and care-
ful observation. If our students ca·n: be trained in these two points 
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their success in identifying any group of plants or animals by the 
use of a well made key is practically assured. The age old question 
"what is it?" still bears high interest and a large percentage of high 
school and college students find keen enjoyment in naming plants 
and animals when they have been taught to do it successfully. 
Again we ask what shall we use to make an easy start ; and again 
the answer would be, something near at hand which may be un-
derstood and appreciated by the student. 
In the botanical field, trees or flowering plants make an easy 
beginning. Among the animals, birds likely have the greatest popu-
lar interest but unless a large collection of bird skins or mounted 
specimens are available, much taxonomic work with the birds is 
out of the question. 
Insects may be found any where and at all seasons of the year. 
They are easily killed and kept. No large amount of space or ex-
pensive processing is necessary for their preparation and storage. 
Their beauty of coloring and form makes their study delightful. 
They touch man's every enterprise in some vital way and offer one 
of our major economic problems. For taxonomic study they are 
unexcelled, and offer all that is necessary to illustrate practically 
every phase of classification. 
As a beginning the student needs to know something of the 
external parts of typical insects. This may be presented by the 
time honored and proved method of dissection and drawings or by 
the quicker plan of dissection and personal observation. Abundant 
material may be easily provided by the teacher or student. From 
April to October an hour's collecting or one night's catch of a light 
trap should yield an ample supply of specimens to get a class well 
started. When the student knows the more common facts about 
legs, wings, mouthparts, etc., he is ready to begin running speci-
mens through the keys. Some magnification is desirable. The low 
power binocular microscopes are ideal for this work but very satis-
factory results may be had with the use of a hand lense, tripod 
magnifier or dissecting microscope particularly if efforts are con-
fined to medium sized or larger species. The determination of or-
ders and families is a comparatively simple thing. To name many 
insects accurately to species requires considerable special literature 
and a good reference collection. Reliable identifications to family 
should be far enough for beginners to go and makes a good start 
in insect study. 
Specimens for identification may be supplied to each student or 
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the students may be required to collect their own. We have found 
the plan of requiring a collection containing a minimum of say 10 
orders and 25 families, then to give special recognition for order 
and families in excess of the requirement, to work well. 
"How to Know the Insects" lists 25 orders and 455 families. 
Not all of these can be found in any one region but any active 
collector can get most of the orders and run the number of families 
into the hundreds. 
We require our beginning Zoology students to mark their name 
labels with the order and family numbers, the family name, and 
I 
XI- 2 
to show the determiner thus Carabida~ As their specimens 
det. H. Smith '37 
are named they check the family on the list of orders and families 
in the back of their books. This list then shows the status of their 
collection at any time as well as serving to suggest good possibili-
ties for future collecting. Since it is attempted to learn as many 
families as possible, only one species of a family is asked for. 
Some of the larger families have many common species. These 
could be determined and used if desired. 
Projects that have features of usefulness and permanency make 
a much stronger appeal to students than work that is violently 
pursued today only to be dumped into the waste basket tomorrow. 
From specimens collected a larger permanent school collection may 
be built and some of the more interested students put in charge as 
curators. To find a new species for the collection then becomes a 
coveted honor which any student may attain. Such a collection if 
given good care will last indefinitely and will grow in size and use-
fulness each year and prove a valuable aid in teaching and for 
reference. 
After the students have a good understanding of orders and 
families they are encouraged to give especial attention to some 
particular family or group and to give work to species deter-
minations. We would not want to leave this subject without saying 
that truthful accuracy, reliability and neatness should be emphasized 
in every detail of this work. Scientific work built on any other basis 
is worse than worthless. 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, 
IowA WESLEYAN COLLEGE, 
MT. PLEASANT, IowA. 
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